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Abstract
A new set of technical standards called Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) is emerging, and it
reconfigures how digital identity systems work. My thesis is that the new configuration aligns
better with the emergent ways our social systems in the west have evolved identity systems to
work at a mass scale and leverage earlier paper-based technologies..
To make this case I trace two different histories. The first follows the ways in which identities
were designed and managed in computer systems. The innovations in SSI are a major
breakthrough in the design of computer identity systems. The second history examines the
evolution of paper-based identity systems that emerged in Europe. This section integrates
recent scholarship about the emergence of a particular social-psychology that came with the
first paper-based identity documents. This work explains what paper based identities meant and
why they were accepted and made sense to people. The last section of the paper brings these
two histories together and explains why the underlying technological design of SSI aligns with
Western liberal democratic values in a way that the earlier digital identity systems designs do
not.
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Introduction
Developers and policymakers think about social and technological systems as a given in the
present moment. The assumption that current systems are a given applies to paper-based
identity systems, digital identity systems, and the social systems that we relate to and use to
form our identities. This paper adopts a materialist approach that sees all things as the result of
processes.
The first section of the paper reviews the basics of Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) technology for
readers unfamiliar with it —however, it is not intended to be a history of how SSI developed.
The second section of the paper provides a view of how digital identity systems have evolved
since the emergence of computers. This section makes critical differences between those earlier
systems clear for non-experts. For example, the new self-sovereign identity systems reduce the
inherent opportunities for tracking and, therefore, the privacy risks of earlier digital identity
systems and the current dominant technical architecture of enterprise identity and access
management.
The third part of the paper looks at the history of paper-based identity systems that are in
widespread use today. It explains how they work and why they make effective trade-offs
between accountability and visibility across systems. This section begins tracing this history
further back than most other accounts —beginning with the actions of the Catholic Church
around 500 CE. This section integrates recent scholarship about the emergence of a particular
social-psychology present when the first paper-based identity documents were created. It
explains they were accepted and made sense to people. It also walks through scholarship that
tracks the material evolution of paper identity documents from when they first appeared to now.
The fourth section of the paper explains how SSI technologies differ from other models of digital
identity management—particularly Enterprise Identity, Access Management, and the consumer
IdP models. The primary difference is that SSI provides a way to express high confidence digital
credentials in a digital format without anchoring identity information to identifiers such as
network endpoints under the control of the state or some other corporate entity. SSI provides a
way to restore the qualities of paper-based documents in the digital world: once issued to the
individual, documents are under his or her control. Individuals can show their documentation to
whomever they choose. In addition, SSI improves the efficiency and security of earlier identity
systems by limiting the information that individuals must reveal to verify aspects of their Identity.
I am not an academic seeking to “research” these ideas but a practitioner who works day in and
day out with technologists, business leaders and policy makers. I work in communities full of
sincere people working hard to develop good designs for emerging digital identity systems. I am
a “natural academic” and have read extensively across a range of disciplines, including those
focused on systems design and understanding, and use my literacy in these areas in this paper.
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The paper explains the underlying systems design of both paper-based and digital identity and
explores qualities of each in a historical context. This includes exploring them both on their own
and together where they intersect in the real world as SSI-based systems designed by Western
liberal democracies (New Zealand, Canada, United States, European Union). r.
One can not reasonably write about identity without at least acknowledging the philosophical
questions of identity. These have likely existed since human beings first achieved
consciousness. We find them throughout all cultures in our myths, stories, religions, and
philosophies. The primary questions being asked: “Who am I?”, “Am I more than just my body?”,
and so on. I am setting aside these legitimate paths of exploration, choosing to ground human
identity in a historical materialist approach. This approach sees "all structures that surround us
and form our reality (mountains, animals, and plants, human languages, social institutions) as
the products of specific historical processes."1
Before proceeding, I must emphasize that everything in this historical materialist tradition results
from a process i Every "thing" that you can point to, that you can identify, results from emergent
processes over time. Our lives as human beings in bodies are the result of processes. The
artifacts we create to point to or identify people in the complex society we live in—such as
"identity documents"—result from these processes. Identity is a process.2
When discussing "identity," the physical things identified seem central; however, the historical
processes that shaped the document or technology used to express it are often forgotten .
Documents containing "identity information" result from historical decisions, accidents, and
innovations that helped organizations function. Both a human person and their identity
documents have a physicality, but how they came to be, the process of their creation, is as
important as their "thingness."
I introduce this anchoring frame of understanding historical processes because I will use it
throughout the paper to explain the processes of various identity systems. By looking at
processes, crucial differences between these systems can be seen and understood. If one
simply looks at the “things” or resulting artifacts, the differences are less obvious. Different
identity architectures drive processes that have different implications for people and interact with
the power relationships between people and organizations.
1

Page 11, DeLanda, Manuel, A Thousand Years of NonLinear HIstory, 2000. It should be noted that this
world view also sees the emergence of psychological state, language and ultimately the meanings we
construct as arising out of processes that have a material basis.

Wheatly, Meg & Kellner-Rogers, Myron The Irresistible Future of Organizing, July/August
1996 https://www.margaretwheatley.com/articles/irresistiblefuture.html “How does an
organization spin itself into existence? All organizing efforts begin with an intent, a belief that
something more is possible now that the group is together. Organizing occurs around an
identity--there is a "self" that gets organized. Once this identity is set in motion, it becomes the
sense-making process of the organization. “
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Self-Sovereign Identity Technology
The following is a brief, overview of SSI. It is not a history. For that I recommend Chapter 16 in
the Self-Sovereign Identity book.3 I cover the basic architecture and core standards of SSI so
that: a) the contrast between SSI and other systems can be discussed in the technology
section, and b) the appropriateness of SSI to replace paper-based identity documents can be
explored in the final section.

Verifiable Credentials
Verifiable Credentials (VCs) is a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) specification that defines a
universal data format for digital credentials and how to share proofs of their authenticity. A
credential can assert anything that an entity wants to assert about another entity and is
adaptable for many purposes. An example of a government issued credential is a birth
certificate. An example of a credential from civil society is a professional association
membership; an example of a commercial credential is a loyalty card from a store; and an
example of an employment credential is an employee badge.

Figure 1. Verifiable Credentials diagram from the W3C specification.
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See: The origins of the SSI community by Kaliya Young and Informiner in Self-Sovereign
Identity Decentralized digital identity and verifiable credentials, by Drummond Reed and Alex
Preukschat, Manning, 2021
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The issuer of the credentials and the receiver of the credentials (Verifier) do not need to directly
communicate because of the clever use of public-private key cryptographic technology. The
Issuer uses their private key to seal the credentials before issuing them, as structured data, to
the Holder. The Holder stores these credentials in their Digital Wallet. As with a physical wallet,
the Holder can choose to present the Verified Credentials stored in their Digital Wallet to
anyone.
When the Holder of the credential wants to present them to any receiver/acceptor (called a
Verifier in this model), the Holder sends over a verifiable credential presentation. Then, using
the Issuer's public key, the Verifier runs a mathematical computation to check that the data
structure originated with the Issuer, who controls the requisite private key associated with the
public key, and that it has not been altered. The Issuers share public keys widely (sometimes via
blockchain), so the Verifiers can use mathematical calculations to verify the authenticity of the
Holder's verifiable credential.
Since the initial compilation of version 1 of the Verifiable Credential specification (2018),
developers have expanded its effectiveness to better preserve privacy. Holders can now present
particular pieces of information instead of the entire credential. So, a Holder could, for example,
show just their age in years and not their birthdate. Or, a Holder could prove they served in the
military but not have to share in which branch they served or the dates of their service. Or, a
Holder could prove they were a student at a particular school but not reveal their student
number. This type of sharing is called selective disclosure.

Decentralized Identifiers
A management application and associated storage are needed to support the exchange of
Verifiable Credentials and cryptographic key materials associated with the Issuer. The
application also has to leverage cryptographic key material generated and managed by the
Holder, but never stored with anyone.
The management of this type of material is difficult. Earlier systems used special key registry
services that published the public key associated with a particular email address. People who
wanted to send a cryptographically secure email to a given address could use the public key
associated with the sender’s email address. To decrypt a message from a particular sender, the
receiver would look up the sender's public key and know that it came from that sender. The
scale of key management for a Verifiable Credentials system is vast. A database, like the MIT
key server, or a website, like keys.openpgp.org, does not scale, Relying on such a centralized
service4 would make the system brittle and vulnerable..
On top of that, keys associated with an email address are anchored to a globally centralized
system. Innovators of SSI technology decided to store, and manage, keys in a way that is both
scalable and accessible but not controlled by a centralized authority.
4

This a link to the MIT PGP server FAQ https://pgp.mit.edu/faq.html
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Developers need to provide users with persistent identifiers and pointers to cryptographic keys.
Still, administrators also need to reassign different keys to an identifier when updating content
that those keys unlock. Developers cannot store cryptographic keys in a fixed database
assigned to an email address, like the MIT key database described above. Developers need to
find another level of abstraction, so that the cryptographic keys can be rotated over time in
relation to persistent decentralized identifiers. Blockchains collectively manage databases
(either permissioned or permissionless) that once written are not erasable. Although Verifiable
Credentials can be issued without decentralized identifiers or blockchains, together both of
these innovations provide a beneficial common standard for sharing keys in a resolvable way.
Here is a description from the W3C Standard5.
Decentralized identifiers (DIDs) are a new type of identifier that enables verifiable,
decentralized digital Identity. A DID identifies any subject (e.g., a person, organization,
thing, data model, abstract entity, etc.) that the controller of the DID decides that it
identifies. In contrast to typical, federated identifiers, DIDs have been designed so
that they may be decoupled from centralized registries, identity providers, and
certificate authorities. Specifically, while other parties might be used to help enable the
discovery of information related to a DID, the design enables the controller of a DID to
prove control over it without requiring permission from any other party. DIDs are URIs
(Uniform Resource Identifiers) that associate a DID subject with a DID document,
allowing trustable interactions associated with that subject.
Each DID document can express cryptographic material, verification methods, or service
endpoints, which provide a set of mechanisms that enable a DID controller to prove
control of the DID. Service endpoints enable trusted interactions associated with the DID
subject. A DID document might contain the DID subject itself—that is, if the DID subject
is an information resource, such as a data model.
This [specification includes] a common data model, a URL format, and a set of
operations for DIDs, DID documents, and DID methods.
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Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) v1.0 https://www.w3.org/TR/did-core/
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Figure 2. The diagram of the relationship between key components of a DID and DID Document
from the W3C DID Specification.
Decentralized identifiers sit in stark contrast to earlier systems of identifiers that were
permanently anchored in either globally managed registries (e.g. Domain Names in the DNS via
ICANN6 or Phone numbers via the ITU-T7) or within private namespaces such as usernames at
websites (within the domain name system), Twitter handles, or Instagram handles.
The Decentralized Identifier is a breakthrough in technical architecture that centers control of
the identifier within an entity itself (via the software it controls). Identifiers do not need to be
assigned by some outside issuing authority; the entities themselves can generate identifiers.
Ownership of these identifiers can be proven independent of any "issuing authority." This proof
is achieved by using the properties of public-private key cryptography.
Decentralized Identifiers do not have to be stored on a blockchain to be valid. The public keys
associated with a DID, created and owned by any entity (person or organization), can connect
to any other party. Pair-wise, these connections can be unique to the two parties. A specification
under development called DIDComm will standardize this type of communication.
DIDComm sits in contrast to several antecedent technologies, like the cryptographically secure
email via PGP. Email via PGP publishes an associated public key, in a publicly accessible way,
on a key server. All messages sent to that address use that key, making it non unique per
connection. DIDComm is also distinct from widely used messaging applications that use unique
keypairs per connection, like WhatsApp, Signal, and Telegram. These applications avoid user
6
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names/identifiers and "cheat" by leveraging phone numbers as a persistent identifier that can
identify users in the network. They also do not exchange unique keys per connection with other
parties - but rather have a singular public key they share and use for all their connections.

The Historical Evolution of Identity in Computer Systems
The earliest computer systems were developed and used by business enterprises or
organizations, like research institutions. The first computer systems, like the Colossus and
Eniac, were created in World War II. They were so rudimentary that there was no need for a
"user account." Shortly after that, large mainframes were developed to support more than one
user interacting with one computer system. Developers invented user-names and passwords to
manage access.8 As a logical next step, the ability to write messages to other users of the same
mainframe computer was invented by those early users. These messages were the antecedents
of email.
In the 1970s, with the creation of the ARPAnet, large computer systems began to link together
by a protocol stack called TCP/IP.9 By using these connections, users could send messages
between computer systems in different cities. Because messages could be transmitted between
people in different locations, standards were developed to manage those messages.10 The
standard for transferring messages between computer systems on the Internet is the Simple
Message Transfer Protocol (SMTP),11 which is still in widespread use because it creates a way
for anyone with an email address to send a message to anyone else with an email address.
These early ARPAnet users began a naming system so that human-readable names could be
mapped to Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, making email usable for people. Addresses took
the form of “user name_@_institution name_._type of institution_.” By default, messages are not
encrypted. In the 1990s, PGP12 key servers were developed to add encryption.
As computer systems within the enterprise became more complex, multiple programs ran on a
single large system. Eventually, users needed a single login that would let them access a whole
variety of services included in enterprise systems. This led to protocols to manage the
complexity of the enterprise. LDAP13 (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) supported the
maintenance of directory services so that information about users could be used throughout the
enterprise.
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McMillan, Robert, The World’s First Computer Password? It was useless too. Wired Magazine, January
27th 2020. https://www.wired.com/2012/01/computer-password/
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Sterling, Bruce, A Short History of the Internet. The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction,
February 1993
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A History of Email http://www.nethistory.info/History%20of%20the%20Internet/email.html
A HIstory of SMTP https://blog.mailtrap.io/smtp/
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Pretty Good Privacy http://theprivacyguide.org/tutorials/pgp.html
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LDAP https://www.okta.com/identity-101/what-is-ldap/
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Another protocol called SAML14 (Security Assertion Markup Language) supports federated
authentication and authorization both within enterprises and potentially between enterprises.
SAML helps manage who has access to what systems. These internal federation architectures,
using SAML and LDAP, were the dominant methods of identity management because they
made sense in the context of enterprise computer systems.
These digital Identity management solutions emerged within social and cultural power
structures, like employment, where having control "over people" by controlling their identifiers
aligned with the power to hire and fire them. Employees did the work for the enterprise—they
were not a free persons acting in a social universe of peers and associates or as business
customers. Because these original architectures were well-established beginning in the 1990s
and solidified in the early 2000s, they shaped the thinking of many identity management
professionals about how identity management in the digital realm could be done.
The architecture of assigning users an identifier and managing it for them was first used not for
the consumer internet, but within enterprise systems. A whole field of enterprise identity and
access management arose before the web even existed. This control architecture is still
widespread and makes sense relative to the inherent power relationship between employees
and employers. Companies hire employees to do work. In exchange for that work, they are paid
wages. When an employer is not happy with an individual's work or simply does not have
enough work to be done, they will let an employee go. This dynamic of hiring and firing is
designed to meet the needs of the enterprise.
When the employee's work involves interacting with a computer system, it makes sense that the
employer provides access to that computer system. This assignment is made via an
identifier/employee number assigned by the employer to that employee. The employee could
leverage a shared secret (password) when seeking to access the system. Then when the
employee no longer works for the company, this digital representation for the employee in the
enterprise system should be terminated. In other words, access to the system should end for
the person who is no longer an employee.
When the first consumer internet arose, companies like AOL and Compuserve offered accounts
to users. Social media companies still use this same system today. Users get this type of
identifier when they go to a new service and choose a username within a service's namespace.
This identifier sits within the issuer's namespace and domain of control. This means that the
issuer can terminate the subject’s access to that service’s namespace.
After picking a username, the user chooses a password. The password is thus a shared secret
that both the user and the service know (but no one else). Finally, when the user asserts they
are the entity in control of a given username, the service challenges them to also present the
14

Security Assertion Markup Language https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/access-management/what-is-saml/
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shared secret (i.e., the password). In recent years, there has been a push to support the wider
adoption of additional authentication factors, some of which use cryptography (like RSA tokens
or Yubikeys). However, the process of two or three-factor authentication still involves proving
control of an identifier managed by the Identity Provider.

Figure 3. This diagram shows a Sole Source Topology for Identity where the individual gets new
separate accounts for every service they interact in—resulting in individuals having dozens if not
hundreds of different accounts at different services and needing to manage just as many
user-name and password combinations.
This way of managing identity has architectural control properties quite similar to the enterprise
control over employee accounts. Federation expands the use of the identifier beyond the one
site or service. Services known as Relying Parties encourage new and returning users to
leverage an account from another service. These Relying Parties require that users prove they
have control of an identifier on that service. Once control is proven, the users gain access to the
Relying Party's site. A standard called OpenID 15 was invented at a conference facilitated by the
author16 to support this type of transaction. It led to the proliferation of "sign-in with" buttons,
which let users use their Facebook, Google, LinkedIn, Twitter, Github, or other ID to log into a
range of websites.

15
16

OpenID Foundation Site https://openid.net
The Internet Identity Workshop http://www.internetidentityworkshop.com
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Figure 4. The flow of an OpenID Connect connection that has an Identity provider.
While this model, in theory, leads to a variety of Identity Providers, in practice, very few emerged
because of the "NASCAR Problem."17 Only a few Identity Providers can fit on a given login
screen, so users have very few choices for Identity Providers.
Self-Sovereign Identity technology stands in stark contrast to its antecedent technologies:
topologies of single-source identity and identity federations. SSI differs from earlier digital
identity systems because the receiver/accepter of a credential can be assured of its veracity
without directly connecting to the issuer. Receivers don't have to make a phone call to check a
document, and they don't have to establish a technical federation using a protocol like SAML or
OAuth to ping a database of the issuer.
It is also worth comparing these digital technologies with the embodied Identity of humans. As
human beings navigate a social world in physical space, they show up in their physical bodies,
associated clothing and are recognized by others. In effect, their bodies and clothes are an
“authentication factor” because our memory of people is tied to their physical form. When the
physical world’s social, human process in the physical world is translated into the digital world,
identifiers are assigned to people by organizational entities that ultimately have control over
those identifiers. This means that people are becoming disconnected from their social world,
https://indieweb.org/NASCAR_problem The NASCAR problem is when there is a jumble of
branding icons in a user interface, like 3rd party sign-in/login options or sharing buttons on websites,
that is visually busy and often noisy, distracting, and overwhelming. It is dubbed the NASCAR
problem because these clusters of 3rd party icons/brands on websites resemble the colleges of
sponsorship decals covering NASCAR racing cars.
17
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where Identity is individually asserted and socially recognized. The platforms that host, manage,
and control our digital identifiers are within their rights to delete our digital identities and even
reassign our identifiers to others. We are not free people in these systems because we are
directly under the authority of these mega identity providers.

Figure 5. This diagram shows how the identity providers dis-intermediates individuals from
other organizations they connect with by logging in via their Identity Provider.
All the social platforms like Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, and Twitter manage their own
name-spaces. These platforms also own the connections between the people who have
accounts on their services. This means that the social fabric of our society, translated into the
digital realm, is owned by these platforms and not by us—the people who are connecting to
each other.
DIDComm, explained above, can provide an alternative to this control architecture. With this
new Self-Sovereign Identity technology, we the people own (via software we control) the digital
identifiers we use to connect to other people. With SSI, we control and own our social
connection, as expressed in the digital realm. SSI technology provides a reclamation of the
social, digital commons from its enclosure18 by the mega-Identity providers like Google and
Facebook.

Figure 6. The timeline of key points in the development of computer/digital identity systems from
the first computer systems to the present day.
18

https://centerforneweconomics.org/apply/the-commons-program/enclosures/ The commons

movement consists of many people who are fighting the privatization and commodification of
their shared wealth by the “free market.” The “enclosure of the commons” is arguably one of the
core dynamics of neoliberal capitalism—to collude with the state to appropriate and marketize
the people’s shared resources, whether they be elements of nature, culture and information.
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Contemporary Institutions and Paper-based Identity Documents
This section looks at two phenomena: the origins of contemporary institutions and the origins of
identity documents in relation to those institutions. Their histories are woven and interrelated. I
am taking this approach because identity documents issued by various institutions are taken for
granted, and it is assumed that “it was always this way.” Several years ago, a gentleman who
works with the UN was on a panel at a conference asserting that “states have always issued
identity documents to people.” This can seem true because, in our living memory, it has always
been so. However, I had to pipe up as a ‘panelist from the floor’ to remind everyone that, in fact,
the passport system was only started 100 years ago. It has emphatically not always been this
way. So how did it come to be?
Colin Koopman wrote in How We Became Data: A Genealogy of the Informational Person:
I suggest that bringing the politics of information into view requires extending the scope
of our historical analysis to the period preceding wartime information sciences and the
postwar information theory to which they gave rise.19
His book has a whole chapter about the origins of the bureaucratic birth certificate system we
have today; his book looks at the history of forms and processes used in the US between 1913
and 1937. For this historiography, I want to push the timeline back even further to consider
deeper questions about why systems of birth certificates and other forms of documentation
appeared in Europe centuries earlier. I believe that we have identity documents because we
have non-kin-based institutions that require identity documents to function. These two things documents and institutions (which have governance mechanisms) - together help create
complex networked contemporary society and, below, I make this argument in several different
ways.
I am drawing on recent scholarship highlighting the key emergent processes that created 1) new
institutions in Europe and 2) the social psychology of people who saw themselves as
"individuals" with "identities" of their own relative to these institutions. Identity systems created
by institutions predate any digital systems by millennia. Moreover, these pre-digital identity
systems have a material logic informed mainly by the physical reality of paper, which was the
available technology substrate to manage these systems.
Many histories of modern identity systems often begin in the Middle Ages with letters of
introduction, birth certificates, census receipts, and citizenship papers. We will get to that
history. However, it is worth asking, “Why did these technologies of Identity make sense to the
people who adopted them?” and “What happened in the preceding thousand years in Europe to
make this technology of identity documentation acceptable?”
19
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To get at this more in-depth history, I draw on Joseph Henrich's book The Weirdest People in
the World. In it, Henrich describes cultural forces that were set in motion by the Catholic Church
beginning in the 500s. Beginning around this time, the church imposed a marriage and family
program (MFP)20 that banned cousin marriage. This eventually extended all the way to 7th
cousins—they had the tools to do this tracking back seven generations (or 140 years) via
baptismal records or logs. This documentation of who was baptized served as a precursor to the
state issuance of birth certificates.
Keeping records to avoid cousin marriages, while an interesting antecedent to birth certificates,
does not explain the cultural shifts that lay the ground for people thinking of themselves as
individuals. The breakup of cousin marriages effectively broke apart intensive kin-based
institutions that linked people together based on family ties. Without these kin-based institutions
"to organize production, provide security, and endow people with a sense of meaning and
identity, individuals were both socially compelled and personally motivated to relocate, seek out
like-minded others, form voluntary associations, and engage with strangers."21
As kin-based systems broke apart over hundreds of years, people moved to towns and cities
and joined religious institutions in much larger numbers beginning in the 10th and 11th
centuries. It was in these places that proto-WEIRD psychology emerged, involving analytic
thinking and non-relational morality. These changes favored the development of impartial rules
that granted privileges and obligations to individuals, while also creating impersonal
mechanisms for enforcing trusts such as accounting records, commercial laws, and written
contracts. The new social organizations created new ways for human social groups to be
organized and operated that were not based on kinship ties. There was experimentation, and
other institutions copied and spread good ideas.
Below are the core elements Henrich describes as defining WEIRD psychology:
1. Analytic thinking: This grew in importance as people navigated the world of "individuals"
rather than dense familial interconnections, reducing the importance and value of holistic
thinking.
2. Internal attribution: As social life shifted to the individual, "traits like dispositions,
preferences, and personalities as well as mental states like beliefs and intentions became
important. Soon lawyers and theologians even began to imagine that people had 'rights.'"

20
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Page 253 Henrich, JosephThe WEIRDest People in the World: How the West Became
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3. Independence and nonconformity: "In a society with weak kin ties and impersonal
markets," individuals focused on their uniqueness rather than venerating ancient wisdom
and elders.
4. Impersonal prosociality: With life being governed by impersonal norms for dealing with
strangers, "people came to prefer impartial laws that applied to their groups or communities
(their cities, guilds, monasteries, etc.) independent of older social relationships, tribal
identity, or social class."
As beliefs and values changed, the material possibilities in people's lives did too. As a result,
new opportunities emerged for how society could be organized.
"As intensive kin-based institutions dissolved, medieval Europeans became increasingly free
to move, both relationally and residentially. Released to choose their own associates—their
friends, spouses, business partners, and even patrons… Constructing their own relational
networks opened a door to the development and spread of voluntary associations, including
new religious organizations as well as novel institutions such as charter towns, professional
guilds, and universities." 22
When looking at these slow, but over-the-long-run significant, social shifts, we can ask: “Why did
identity systems of institutions emerge when they did, and why did people choose to adopt
these technologies?” Because these newly emergent assemblages were not defined by
familial/genetic ties, people needed to find ways to support defining who had entered the
boundary of the institution. The institutions needed tools to remember who was part of the
institution and who had left. E.g.: In the case of guilds, knowing who their members are; in the
case of towns, knowing who residents are; in the case of the military, knowing who makes up
the soldiers in military units; or in the case of hospitals, knowing who the medical patients are.
The one technology available to do this was a paper-based record-keeping system. This
commonly took two froms : log book lists or cabinet files. Both ways involved keeping track of
who was in a social formation. These systems could also involve a letter or certificate given to
the person themselves. In the case of university, institutions needed to track students as they
matriculated through the institution, verify those students graduated from an institution with a
degree, so they communicated that via paper certificates with the seal of the institution.
This process of identity formation and boundary creation is not unique to human social systems,
institutions, or assemblages, but also part of how biological networks function.
Social networks exhibit the same general principles as biological networks. There is an
organized ensemble with internal rules that generates both the network itself and its
Henrich, JosephThe WEIRDest People in the World: How the West Became Psychologically
Peculiar and Particularly Prosperous, 2020.
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boundary (a physical boundary in biological networks and a cultural boundary in social
networks). Each social system—a political party, a business organization, a city, or a
school—is characterized by the need to sustain itself in a stable but dynamic mode,
permitting new members, materials, or ideas to enter the structure and become part of the
system. These newly entered elements will generally be transformed by the internal
organization (i.e., the rules) of the system.23
One way that these boundaries are created and sustained was via paper-based identity
systems, and the rules of the organizational assemblies, in turn, shaped how identity systems
were operated and managed.
"What processes stabilize and maintain the Identity of these assemblages? The spatial
boundaries defining the limits of an authority structure are directly linked to its
jurisdiction[…] The stability of these jurisdictional boundaries will depend on their
legitimacy as well on their continuous enforcement." 24
I argue that one of the processes and technologies that arose to stabilize and maintain the
identity of these assemblages is paper-based identity systems. Because authority or
governance was not based on kinship ties with these new organizations, they "had to decide
how to govern themselves in ways that were both acceptable to current members and capable
of attracting new members in competition with other organizations." They did so by "developing
laws governing individuals [and thus] developed well-functioning representative assemblies."25
So, the need to manage who was in and out of these institutions also led to the emergence of
novel governance systems because these new institutions emerged and innovated new
mechanisms to define their boundaries and membership. This development laid the groundwork
for the development of systems of democratic governance, which in turn also required a method
of knowing who was in the organization or assemblage. Today, we see that one of the
hallmarks of democratic election systems is the publicly available voter rolls of who can vote
and, once the election is completed, who actually voted.
These systems of people interacting beyond their own kin lead to the emergence of
pre-capitalism that developed "a growing repertoire of social norms and organizational practices
[that] were cobbled together, described in charters, and formulated into written laws. Lex
mercatoria, for example, evolved into commercial law."26 These activities meant that strangers
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were doing business with strangers using contracts to access justice. To get this all to work, the
parties with a contract must have a way to express their identity in the contract—one that is
recognized by other individuals operating within the context—so they could, if need be, turn to
those outside of the contract to help resolve disputes and manage enforcement. In Europe, this
need for clearly expressing identity required various paper-based documents that established
Identity and included practices that emerged first around seals. In time seals evolved to
personal signatures that represented individuals' decisions in a concrete form on contracts.27
Identity systems also serve a mechanism of cultural and meaning transmission over time. Social
networks of humans interacting with each other exhibit the same principles as biological
networks. "Culture is created and sustained by a network (form) of communications (processes)
in which meaning is generated. The culture's material embodiments (matter) include artifacts
and written texts, through which meaning is passed on from generation to generation."28
For pre-digital identity systems, some of the artifacts used to construct meaning are paper
documents related to identity information. These documents arise from the processes that
institutions implement to create them. There were local authorities that registered births and
issued birth certificates so that authorities could prove how old a child was (to prevent child
labor) and who one’s parents were for inheritance purposes.
These institutions are not "people" who are interacting with one another and using bodies as the
known common factor to recognize each other. When returning to interact with an institution and
its systems, people must represent themselves in a way that is understandable to the institution
or more precisely to a person who is acting in a role with that institution. This is done by
producing documents issued to the person by either that institution or another institution whose
authority they accept.
These institutional processes require some basic steps of enrollment or registration. An
indexical number is assigned to an individual—this helps the institution find the records of this
person again and add more information to the institution's record of the person. Often when a
person is interacting with institutions, other attributes about the person are often collected and
recorded in identity documents, ledgers, and records kept by the institution.
There are several contemporary examples of institutional networks becoming explicit and
understanding how people are enrolled with them and later return to represent themselves. In
Canada work has been done by the public and private sector to develop a Pan-Canadian Trust
Framework29 that articulates 24 micro-processes involved in creating an identity with high
confidence in government-related systems. Global governing institutions like the International
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Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) have set standards for Evidence of Identity30 and are seeking
to standardize birth registration documentation globally. A whole range of institutions then use
birth certificates that result from birth registration in order to recognize people.
Modern nation-states and the identities that people have in relation to them emerged with the
Treaty of Westphalia in 1648 31 as territorial states were recognized as legal entities. These
entities, modern nation-states, are a relatively new emergent phenomena. They have a physical
territorial form, but it is essential to remember that "human social systems[…] exist not only in
the physical domain, but also in a symbolic social domain, shaped by the "inner world" of
concepts, ideas, and symbols that arise with human thought, consciousness, and language[…]"
32

It is important to remember that the state does not just occupy land but that it also exists in the
thoughts and beliefs of its subjects. These thoughts and beliefs arise through a process of
social autopoiesis via an autopoietic network (self generating) and via communication:
"Social systems use communication as their particular mode of autopoietic
reproduction. Their elements are communications that are produced and reproduced
by a network of communications and that cannot exist outside of such a network."33
Citizenship in territorial nation-states is a significant example of autopoiesis in action. Mawaki
Chango’s research shows that the initial issuance of identity cards to residents in the territory we
call France34 was a crucial step in forming the idea that they were indeed citizens of a nation
called France within those people's minds. This process is replicated worldwide and shapes the
beliefs of billions of people who are registered by the states where they live.
It is worth noting that these state projects to register citizens also imposed naming conventions
that we now take for granted. The inherited patronym was designed by states doing such record
keeping in early projects to "allow officials to identify, unambiguously the majority of its citizens."
When successful, it went far to create legible people,35 and they remain the first recorded facts
on documents of Identity.
Here is a brief timeline of the evolution of both identity processes and their accompanying
paper-based identity documents.
30
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Figure 7 this presents a timeline of key developments in the history of paper-based identity
documents.
When individuals want to use information about themselves asserted by one institution to gain
access or services at another institution, paper documents are the pivot point of sharing that
information. When I want to go to a bar and the bar needs to know how old I am—I present my
drivers license at the door. The person at the door of the bar does not query a state level
database to discern my age. The state has no idea where and with whom I shared my identity
information. This is a diagram of how this works.

Figure 8. This shows how paper documents are issued to and used by individuals. A person
petitioning for a document will submit the needed requirements to the issuer (in the case of a
birth certificate, the parents will fill out the forms and have the doctors sign them). The issuer,
in this case the county registry, issues a certificate that the birth has been recorded in the
county register. The individual seeking employment can prove their age by sharing this paper
certificatee with a potential employer - indeed this was the use case that motivated social
reformers in the 1920s to push for universal birth registration that was achieved in the United
States by 1940.
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This section makes the argument that our current identity systems and their paper-based
documents and processes cannot be separated from our complex interlocking institutions from
which they spontaneously arose over millennia. We cannot "go back" at a global scale to peer
and kin-based identity systems with no material artifacts. Given the pervasiveness of today's
digital technology, we cannot go forward with just paper-based tools to share and prove Identity
with institutions that make our complex society function. So what options are there? The next
section explores the incompatibility of the Enterprise Identity and Access Model and Consumer
IdP model with the underlying architecture of paper based systems and argues that SSI models
preserve important desirable qualities of paper-based systems.

The Path from Paper Based Identity Documents to Digital Identity
Systems in Alignment with Western Liberal Democratic Values
The question of how paper-based systems can be replicated in the digital realm is not an easy
one. If it was easy it would have been done years ago. So let us consider some potential paths
that were present a decade ago.
One could adopt the digital identity management systems and paradigms that emerged for
managing the relationship between employees who needed access to digital systems to do their
work as discussed in the first part of this paper. Employers assign employees an indexical
number, an identity relative to their work at the company, and provision them with an account to
access enterprise systems. By default, this enterprise architecture puts the employer "over" the
employee with the power to see everything the employee does with their digital identity and
terminate the employee's digital identity in that system.
So, it would follow in this model that governments can create digital identifiers that serve as
persistent network end points for their citizens and then use this digital identifier and account to
manage the citizen's interaction with the state and all realms of life. This puts the state (itself an
assembly of many organizations) in the role of providing digital identifiers to its citizens. Digital
identities architectured in this way would be controlled and owned by the state. The government
would have control over it in the same way that Google and Facebook have control “over” our
digital social accounts, and in the same way that an employer has control “over” our accounts
as employees in enterprise systems.
This architecture doesn’t seem right and just within the context of Western liberal democracies.
It allows the state to see an enormous amount of the activities performed by an individual. t
gives the state the power to terminate the digital account and thus the “informational person,” a
term coined by Colin Kooping36.
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Systems have emerged with these underlying architectural designs, and they all began more
than 10 years ago before the SSI architectures were created.
Some nation-states, tiny countries with highly accountable (and largely digitalized and online)
institutions and high trust societies such as Estonia37 and Singapore38, are pursuing this model.
The central government issues digital identifiers and leverages that national identifier across
multiple contexts. The Indian government39 has enrolled the majority of its residents into a
system by collecting 13 biometrics (10 finger prints, two iris scans and a photo) from each of
them and then assigning them a 12-digit identifier, Aadhaar number. The designers of India's
system imagined this number would be the center of the "India Stack" and could be used by
people to login to all digital services both governmental and commercial.40 The World Bank has
been promoting systems based on this model throughout Africa and offering substantial loans to
support their implementation.

Figure 9. This is a slide from presentations by iSPRIT about how they envisioned the Aadhaar
number of each Indian being at the center of a technology stack.
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I believe that the enterprise identity and access model that phones an authorized database
repeatedly for authentication is not appropriate for the relationship between a citizen and their
state. It is not a viable model for the exchange of information about people between all possible
institutions within in a complex society. This is for three reasons: 1) the necessary technical
federation would be complex and vulnerable to cyber attack 2) the state can see all the
transactions in which a citizen uses their account, and 3) the state can to terminate a citizen’s
account his architecture doesn’t seem right and just within the context of Western liberal
democracies. Campaigns against proposed digital identity systems with a centralized IdP design
were waged in Australia 41 and the UK42 successfully.
When we look at how paper-based documents work, the individual was the pivot point in
exchanging information from one institution to another. It is worth noting that institutions who
receive shared information (the Verifier) and want to be very sure the paper-based documents
they are presented with are not a fraud might call the issuer to confirm the veracity of the
documents.
Self-Sovereign Identity technologies provide a way to restore key qualities of paper-based
documents in the digital realm. They make the person the pivot point for the exchange of
information between institutions. Once issued to the individual, documents are under their
control and can be shown to whomever the individual chooses. Verifiable Credentials have even
better anti-fraud protections with digital signatures (so the Verifier does not need to contact the
issuer).
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.
Figure 10. Self-Sovereign Identity specific use-case around the issuance and sharing of a
verifiable credential in the educational context.
SSI bridges the gap between paper identity documents and digital identity documents in a way
that does not put the state or any other institution in control of an individual's identity. Individuals
may issue their own identity documents without the approval of the state. However, to increase
credibility, it will be common to share verified credentials with assertions from another party. The
individual's dependence on other parties for credentials is equivalent to their reliance on a
community for their reputation in pre-digital times. This aligns with the emergent properties of
social, institutional systems over the last thousand years in the European context.
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Figure 11. This shows the two different timelines of computer/digital identity systems and paper
based systems. They are two distinct histories with different needs and business processes that
created each of them. They can meet together in Self-Sovereign Identity as its underlying
architecture is similar to how paper based systems work translated into digital.

For better or worse, European models for many types of institutions have been exported around
the world. The SSI protocol is broad and widely expressive. It is, as another name for it implies,
decentralized, so any entity can use these open standards for any purpose they choose. This
means that any institution, including kin-based and indigenous communities, could also use SSI
to design credentials and issue them to their members on their own terms. Indeed, in New
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Zealand, a Maori-owned social enterprise, Ahou 43 is exploring how express traditional kin-based
Identity in this new digital format. They are also collaborating with the New Zealand government
to have these identity documents recognized by them based on their historical treaty
arrangements.
In summary, SSI preserves or restores some features of earlier paper-based identity systems
that emerged over millennia. Essentially, it provides a real alternative path to express
credentials in a digital format that prevents the anchoring of identity information to identifiers as
network endpoints under the control of the state or some other corporate entity. SSI improves
the efficiency and security of earlier identity systems by limiting the information that must be
revealed to verify aspects of Identity. It also reduces both the workload and the security risks
associated with repeated checking between the issuer and the Relying Party to verify a
credential.
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